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The iterated version of a translative integral formula for sets 
of positive reach* 
Jan Rataj 
Abstract 
The technique of rectifiable currents is used to prove an integral formula 
expressing the curvature measure of intersection of q sets of positive reach inte-
grated over all translations of the sets. The formula involves s.c. mixed curvature' 
measures of sets of positive reach. 
1 Introduction 
The translative version of the principal kinematic formula of integral geometry has 
been proved recently for pairs of sets X, Y of positive reach in Rd in the form 
/ Ck(xn(Y + z)AAn(B + z))xG]dz= T CTt9{XtY;AxBxG), 
JRd \ V ' / 0<r,-<d 
r+*=d+fc 
(see [4]), where Ck(Z, •) is the (generalized) curvature measure of the set Z C R
d of 
order 0 < f c < d - l ( a locally finite signed Borel measure concentrated on the unit 
normal bundle norZ of Z, see [7]) and t7r.5(K,Y, •) is the mixed curvature measure 
of the sets X, Y and order r, s. The formula was proved first for convex bodies and 
'ordinary' curvature measures by Schneider & Weil [5]. Weil [6] has proved an iterative 
version of this formula for convex bodies; this formula considers the curvature mea-
sures of the intersection of a general finite number (q) of bodies. He has introduced 
mixed curvature measures for g-tuples of convex polyhedra and extended this notion 
by continuity w.r.t. Hausdorff metric to g-tuples of convex bodies. 
In this paper we give a proof of the iterated version of the principal kinematic 
formula for g-tuples of sets of positive reach and generalized curvature measures. The 
mixed curvature measures are introduced by means of rectifiable currents supported 
by the 'joint unit normal bundle' of the sets considered and the proof is based on the 
technique of geometric measure theory. The formula is proved under un additional 
condition (4) requiring, roughly speaking, that the Lebesque measure of translations 
(z2i... , zq) for which X\ 'touches' (X2 + z2) D • • • n (Xq + zq) is zero (known examples 
of sets of positive reach violating this condition - see [3] - are quite intricate). 
*The paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted elsewhere. 
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The mixed curvature measures can be also represented - similarly as in the case 
of two bodies ([4, Section 4]) - as integrals of principal curvatures over the product of 
unit normal bundles. This can provide a deeper insight into the structure of mixed 
curvatures and will be shown elsewhere. 
It has been shown in [6] that the iterated version of the principal kinematic formula 
and its translative version have important applications in stochastic geometry, e.g. it 
gives new relations for stationary Poisson processes of particles. 
2 Preliminaries 
Throughout the paper, the notation of [2] will be used for the basic notions of geometric 
measure theory. In particular, A* V", A* V is the space of fc-vectors, k-covectors in an 
Euclidean space V, respectively, (r, <j>) denotes the bilinear pairing (r G Ajb V ^ d 
<j> e A* V), ft = e\ A • • • A e'd e A
d Rd is the volume d-form, {e^,... e'd} being the dual 
basis to the canonical orthogonal basis {ei,.. .ed} of R
d, and ftp the corresponding 
volume dp-form in (Rd)p. The induced multilinear mapping Ajk L of a linear mapping 
L : Rm -> Rn is defined by (A* l)(t*i A • • • A uk) = L(ux) A • • • A L(uk). For an 
open subset U € V, Vk(U) is the set of all (differential) k-forms and Vk(U) the set 
of all k-currents on U. Hk is the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure and Lm the Tri-
dimensional Lebesgue measure. For any finite family of vectors u i , . . . ,uk in V, we 
denote by Cone(ui,... , uk) = {c\U\ H h ckuk : Cj > 0} the positive cone spanned 
by TII, . . . yuk. 
p-product of multivectors. Let p be a natural number and ru... , rp integers with 
0 < r* < d and r\ H h rp = (p — l)d. Let OJJ G Ar.O^*)) * = 1,. . . ,P be unit simple 
multivectors. Suppose that a» = +1 if u = d. Clearly there exist positively oriented 
orthonormal bases {a*j,... , ad} of R
d such that 
OJJ = a\ A--- A a*., 1 < i < p. (1) 
We define the p-product as 
[au... ,otp] = si~'8p(/\ A
 aptt) 
\i=lj=ri+l / 
(note that the definition is correct, though the basis elements are not determined 
uniquely). The p-product can be extended by linearity in each component to general 
p multivectors with sum od multiplicities giving (p — l)d. 
Denote by L(a) the linear subspace of Rd associated with a simple multivector a. 
For i = 1,... , p we have 
dim (L(ai) fl • • • H L(ai)\ > k{ 
with ki = r\-\ hr*; — (i-l)d. Hence, generating the bases elements aj consecutively 
for the intersection spaces, we can ensure that 
a) = a) for all 1 < j < k{, l<i<p (2) 
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Lemma 1 Under (1) and (2) we have 
P /*»-! 
[ai,...,aP] = n(/\aJA Á 4
n V 
i=2 \j=l J=*,+l / 
Proof: The result will be proved by induction. If p = 2, the assertion follows from 
the well known identity for two positively oriented orthonormal bases 
/ r i d-ri \ I d d \ 
\ 1 1 / \ n + l d - n + 1 / 
Let now a i , . . . ,ap be multivectors satisfying (1) and (2) and denote /? = a\ A- • • AaJ
2. 
We have by definition 
[/?,a3,...,ap] = ( A
a i*A A aW' 
U 2 + l »=3i=ri+l /  
Consider the identity 
A a) A A -J = S2 (A-] A A 4
n ) A 4 
r i+1 r 2 + l \ 1 Jb2+1 / fc2+l 
It follows from the fact that both simple multivectors AĴ +i °) A A^+i <-j and Aib2+i
a) 
are associated with the orthogonal complement of L{a\) nL(of2), hence the differ only 
by a real multiple which can be verified e.g. by the exterior multiplication of both of 
them by Ai2 a}- We thus obtain 
I P d \ jri r2 \ 
[oi.--«. <*p] = ( A A 4 , « ) = ( A a i A A a i > n ) Ir9,a3t... fa^] 
\ t = i i = n + i / \ l * 2 +i / 
and, using the induction assumption, the assertion follows. 
Definition: For q €.N and integers 0 < r* < d, 1 < i < g, we define the differential 
forms <pri,...,r, € P^-i(R(*+i)d) by 
(Mo) , . . . - " H - ^ ,f(*i,... ,z„u)) = Or^(-l)(*-W+I3-(^)«^) 
x ^ sgna[A<., A <•.•••. A ^ A < A « ] . 
ir€5/i(ri>...,r,+i) 1 Ri+1 i ^ - i + 1 Rq+1 
where r ^ = g d - l - n rg, Hj = n + - • -+!•*, Oro = H
m(Sm) and 5/i(n,. . . ,r9+1) 
is the set of all permutations of {1, . . . , qd — 1} which are increasing on the subsets 
{1 , . . . ,Ri}, {.Ri + 1,... ,fl2}, . . . , {7^ + 1,... , g d - l } . Since ^ . . . ^ ( . n , . . . ,^,1/) 
depends only on the last vector component u, we shall use the notation <Pn,...,r,(u). 
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Note that for q = 1, <Pk(u) is the k-th Lipschitz-Killing curvature form [7]. For <s > 0 
we also define the form ^ G D^--(R(*+-)<') by 
4*(u)= £ e^<pru » . 
0<ri,... ,rq<d 
ri+-+rq>(q-l)d 
In the sequel we shall use the linear mapping G : (Rd)9+1 -» (Rrf)9_1 
G(xu... , xq, u) = (xi - x2y... , Xi - xq) 
and the projection TT : (Rd)*+1 -> (Rd)2 
7r(Xi,... ,Xq,u) = (xUu). 
Lemma 2 For any q>2,0<k<d—\ and e > 0 we have 






Proof: The second statement is a consequence of the first one, which is to be proved. 
First, note that the simple multivectors 
g+- u 
T = A A(oL^^,aj,0i:^1o) 
i=lJ=1 ( j_ i ) x («7-t+l)x 
with 1 < n < d, ri + • • • + r<,+i = qd - 1 and aj G Rd form a basis of A7</-i(-*
(*+1)d). 
Moreover, the vectors aj can be taken from positively oriented orthonormal bases of 
Rd {aj , . . . , ajj} and we can assume that (2) holds. We shall show that 
(T, G*™-1 A Tr*tpk) = (r , £ ¥>«,-.*) 




If ri + . . . + rq ?- (q — \)d + k, both sides of (3) vanish. We thus limit ourselves to the 
caseri + . . .+r 9 = (q-\)d-\-k. Then the right hand side of (3) equals just (T, <pri rq) 
(all other summands vanish). In the following computations we make use of the fact 
that the sign of the permutation changing the mutual position of two neighbour blocs 
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of i and j elements is ij 
(T,G*W-1 An#<pk) 
- ( - l )^- i )" / X (a),o o) A A \(o,...,a),... ,o),G#wA 
U,+l .=2 7=1 / 
X ( A(°)> 0, •. • , O) A A (O,.. . , O, o f 1 ) , 7T*Vfc \ 
= (-l)*--* (\q_1)d(DG) (j\(a),o,...,o) A A A (o,• • •,a),... ,o)j , W~^ 
xc^A(a],o)A A f e o f - 1 ) , ^ 
- (_i)*(«-D<< / / \ (aj,... , a)) A A A (°. • • • -". -aj,o1^_o), fi'-A 
wi ^ ^ ^ . r "fo^T ' 




C7-1 / *» - i r» \ / A; r,+i \ 
xl l ( A a]AAa*,fi)(AaJAAar1A«,fi) 
t=2 \j=ibi+l _/=l / \ j = l j = l / 
= (-i)fc(9-1)d(-i)r2+"+r«(-i)EL2(«-2)d(d-r»)(-i)E?=2fc»(d-f0 
9 - i /fci-i n \ /
 k r«+ 1 \ 
xIl(A«]A A a',n)(Aa]AAaf1A«,fi). 
.=2 \ j= i j=Jfci+i / \j=i ;=i / 
Equation (3) follows now from Lemma 1, since 
(_l)^-l)rf+EL2(fc»(d-r»)+(»-2)c.(d-ri)+ri) = (_i)(fc-l)(g-l)rf+i:j=2(ci-ri)(A:i-(t-2)ci-l) 
= (_l)(9-l)^+E?=i(d-r»)(^-n)> 
3 Mixed curvature measures 
Definitions. Let g G N and Ki,... >Xq 6 R
d be sets of positive reach. We define 
the joint unit normal bundle nor (X\,... , Xq) by 
nor(Ki,... ,Xq) 
= {(xi,... ,x99u) € R^ x S
d - 1: 3(xt-,m.) 6 norK.,t_ G Cone(mi,... ,m-)}. 
he set nor(Ki,... , Xq) is countably H
9d-1-rectifiable, since it is a Lipschitz image of 
• x norK- x Sd_1. Hence, we can introduce the rectifiable current 
NXl x, = ( i ^ - n o r f * ! , . . . , * , ) ) Aa*,,...,*,, 
ТЬе зе! пог 
погХ_ х ••• х пог Х
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where aXly„iXq is the unit simple (qd - l)-vectorfield associated with nor(Xi,... ,Xq) 
with orientation given by 
(aXiy..txqt^) >0ioi e < minreachX,-. 
Given integers 0 < n , . . . , rq < d - 1 with r\ H h rq > (q - l)d, we define the mixed 
curvature measure of Xi,... ,Xq and order r i , . . . , rq as 
Cri,...,r,(Ki,• •. ,Xq;A) = Nxi,...^^^,....^). 
Proposition 1 TAe mized curvature measures have the following properties: 
(a) Cn rgP-"i,... , Xq\ •) w a signed Radon measure on R^
+1)d supported by dX\ x 
dXq x S^
1 . ; 
(b) homogeneity: for ci , . . . c<- > 0, 
Cn r,(ciKi,... , c ^ ; CiA! x . . . x cqAq x H) 
= # • • • c;«Cri,...,r,(Ki,... ,Xq] A- x • • • x Aq x B); 
(c) symmetry: for any permutation a of {I,... ,q}, 
CMi),. . . ,M^a(i), • • • , Xa{q)] Aa{X) x ••• x 4-(g) x B) 
= C,nl...,r,(-Yi,... ,-Y,;-4iX---Xi4,xB). 
Proof: Statements (a) and (b) are obvious, let shall show (c). Denoting by u the 
mapping 
(XU... ,Xq,u)i-> (Xa(i),... ,Xa(q)>u), 
we have nor(Ka(i),... ,Xa(q)) = o;(nor(Ki,... ,Xq))y and there is a sign s = ±1 with 
w#^(i)r.)»,,(,) = 5CJ#^n,...,r,- With the same sign it holds 
^ . ( l ) , . . A ( f ) = ' (Agrf- l
 W ) f l^lr . .A> 
thus 
NX<r(1),...tX<,(q)(lu>A<Pr<,(1)y...,r<,(q)) = ^ . . . . ^ ( l ^ , . . , , ) . 
It is convenient to extend the definition of mixed curvature measures for order 
factors ^ < d. It can be simply done by setting 
Cd,...,d,rJk+i rq(X\,• • • ,Xq; •) = IrfLKi <g> • •. <g> L
dLKjfc <g> Crfc+1 r ,(K*+i , . . • ,Xq;•) 
for any A; = 1,... ,d and by using the symmetry property (c) from Proposition 1. 
It is clear that all statements of Proposition 1 remain valid, with the exception that 
Cn,...trq(Xi,... ,K<-; •) is supported only by Ki x • • • x Xq x S
d~l. Note that in the 
case g-=l, Cjb(K, •) is the common (generalized) k-th curvature measure of X. 
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4 The translative formula 
Definition: We shall say that the sets Ki,... ,Xq C R
d of positive reach lie in 
general position, if there do not exist vectors x,mi, . . . ,mq with (x,mi) G norK,-, 
1 < i < q and o G Cone(mi,... , mq). 
Lemma 3 Let Xi,... ,Xq be sets of positive reach in R
d. 
(a) If (xj,mj) G norKi for 1 < i < q and u G Cone(mi,... ,mq) n §
d_1, then 
(x,w)Gnor(Xin---nKf7). 
(b) Suppose that Xi,... , Xq C R
d lie in general position. Then reach(Xin- • -C\Xq) > 
0 and for any x G dXx n • • • n dXq, 
(x, u) G nor(Xi n • • • n Xq) iff 3(x, m») G nor Xj, u G Cone(mi,... , mq) C\ §
d~l. 
Proof: For q = 2 we can use directly [1, Theorem 4.10.(3)]. For general q, the 
result follows by induction, since, under the assumptions of the Lemma, the sets 
X\ n • • • n Kg-i and Xq satisfy the assumptions of [1, Theorem 4.10.]. 
For a given (q - l)-tuple of translations z = (z2,... , zq) G R^"
1^, we shall denote 
for brevity 
x(z) = Xi n (K2 + z2) n • • • n (xq + zq), 
noi*(z) = {(£,u) G norX(z): x G dXx n d(X2 + z2) n • • • n d(Xq + zq)} 
and 
Nz = Nx(*)Llnor*(2). 
Let us further introduce the mapping 
r(a?i,... ,xqiu) = (xuxi -x2i... ,xi -xqyu). 
Lemma 4 Suppose that for some q < d the sets Ki,... ,Xq G R
d of positive reach 
satisfy 
L^q'^d({z : Ki, X2 + z2,... ,Xq + zq do not lie in general position}) = 0. (4) 
Then for any 0 < k < q — 1 and for any nonnegative Borel measurable function h on 
R x Rfa-1)** x R with compact support we have 
((N;L/i(., *, •))(?*)* = £ (NXl_Xq^h o r ) ^ r i r,. 
J 0<ri rq<d-l 
Tl+...+rq=(q-l)d+k 
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Proof: Slicing the current NXlt... tXq\-hoT by the mapping G (see [2, §4.3.8] we obtain 
( N X l , . . . , x 9 L f t o r ) ( G ^ -
1 A 7 r V ) 
= j(NXlt...tXqi.hoY,G,z)(it#ipk)dz 
= J-#(NXl XqV-hoY,G,z)(ipk)dz. 
From Lemma 2 it follows that 
(Nx_,...,x,--ft o r)(G*w-1 A v*<pk) = £ {NXlt...yXq^h o r)^r i,...,r, 
0<rlt...,rq<d-l 
ri+.'+r«7=(9-l)d+fc 
(remark that (N;.--,...,_-_•, Lft° -jO^ri,.....-,) = 0 if r. = d for some i). It is thus sufficient 
to show that 
T#(N_Y_ XqL-hor,Gyz) = NXh(-)zr) 
for L^~1)d-almost all z. Recall that 
NXl XqL.h o r = ( H ^ L n o r p G , . . . , X,)) A (ft o T)aXlt...tXq. 
Denoting the restriction g = G | nor(K i , . . . , Xq) and using [2, §4.3.8], we get 








is a unit simple (d — l)-vectorfield associated with g~l(z). Suppose now that z is such 
that Xi, X2 + 32> • • • ,Xq + zq lie in general position. Then, by Lemma 3 (b) we have 
ir(g~l(z)) = nor*(z) and using the 'area formula' for currents [2, §4.1.30], we obtain 
7r#(Nx lr..,^Lftor,G,2> = ( t f^Lnor*^) ) Ah(-,zr)aZJ 
where 
( A d - l A~Q>z x 
apJd-i^Trl^-1^)] 
is again a unit simple (d — l)-vectorfield associated with nor*z (we use the simple fact 
that 7r | 9~l(z) is one-to-one). According to the definition of N*, it is sufficient to show 
that a%(Z) | nor*(z) = az. Since both are unit simple (d - l)-vectorfields associated 
with nor* (z), they can differ only by sign. But, using the relations above we have 







[ - 1 1 
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with positive factors cu c2. But G^ffl-
1 A 7r#^W = ip^ by Lemma 2, hence the last 
expression is positive for small 6, which means that a%(z) | nor* (z) = dz and the proof 
of the Lemma is complete. 
Theorem 1 Let X\,... ,Xq be a sequence sets ojpositive reach in R
d such that any 
its subsequence Xix,... ,Xip of p < d sets fulfils the condition (4). Then for any 
0 < k < d - 1 and for any nonnegative Borel measurable function h on Rte+-)<* with 






Proof: Consider the partition 
norK(2;) = (J nor/K(z), 
/c{i,...,g} 
where 
nor7X(z) = norX(*)n ([)d(Xi + z{) xS
d'1) n ff|mt(Ki + ^) x S* 
\t€/ / \tg/ 
(we set z\ = 0 here). Note that 
nonX(z)= lf]mt(Xi + Zi)xSd'1) nnor ( f | (*- + *«)) 
\i<ti J W J 
and, consequently, 
/ / h(z,x,u)Ck[X(z)',d(x,u))dz 
nor7x(z) 
= J J J h(x,z,u)dzIcCk(f](Xi + zi),d(x,u)JdzI, 
nor*(z/))f|.e/(Xi+.rO ** 
where z/ = (z*: i G / ) , Z/<? = (^i: 2; € / c ) and 
nor*(*/) = \(x,u) €nor (()& + *)) : 1 6 f | S W + ^)}-
1 vte/ ' t€/ J 
The proof is completed by applying Lemma 4 to the sets (X,- : i G 7) and function 
(rr, zu u) i-> /f|.e/(xi+z<) M*> *>
w)d*/*-
Remark. Similarly as in [4, p. 269) it can be shown that (4) is satisfied if all X^s are 
convex bodies or if the boundaries dXj, are cd_1-smooth. From [1, Theorem 6.11] it 
follows that for Xu... , Xq of positive reach, X\,62X2,... , 0qXq satisfy (4) for almost 
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